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plants.    Crocodiles, unknown elsewhere in the Caroline Archi-
pelago, abound.   The soil too is more hospitable and richer.
We anchored off  Korror, the little  capital, in land-locked
straits amongst many little steep islands.   The scenery was most
attractive, the sea of an exquisite blue, the vegetation of every
variety of green from brilliant to sombre.   The town is hidden
but above the forest rise the tall iron towers of the wireless
telegraph marking its site.   To reach the shore a launch took us
through a narrow rift between two islands, the precipices on both
sides crowned with luxuriant vegetation from amongst which
admirable  specimens of Pandanus and  Dracaena raised their
much branched trunks and their clusters of stiffly spiked leaves.
The settlement—the " Colony,'1 as the Japanese call it—lies on a
low hill overlooking the land-locked shallow bay, its shores at
places   dark   with   mangrove   swamps.     A   young   Japanese
scientist, Mr. Ando, in charge of a mission of research in the
Palau group, met me at the quay and during the whole day of my
visit, accompanied me on my excursions.    His learning was
remarkable and he had read, and studied, in the languages in
which they were written, the principal Russian, German, French
and English works of anthropology, and in addition, young as
he was, had accomplished much original research.    The hours
of my stay passed only too quickly in the company of this pleasant
and learned companion and every detail of my visit gained addi-
tional interest from his presence and his kindness.   Standing in
front  of the  two   native  Communal   Meeting  Houses,  one
constructed for the Chiefs, the other for the younger men, he
explained to me the curious carved and painted decoration that
completely covers one end of the large building, and is continued
on the beams within.   The islanders of the Palau group live in an
atmosphere of magic, and this coloured exhibition of their
Totems is intensely interesting.   As the origin of the creation of
mankind a crowing cock is repeatedly represented, while in long
lines across the walls follow the traditions of the Totems.   The
turtle is the most important and the crocodile follows in the
second place of honour.   A curious panel illustrates the visit of
the men of Yap in search of the rock from which they formed
their currency.    The men are represented in transporting the
large circular stones and embarking them on their rafts.
The promiscuity of sexual relations in these islands is so
current that all descent is traced through the mother. The
identity of the father is often unknown^ and considered of no

